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ÉVALUATION  

 
CLASSE : Première 

VOIE : ☐ Générale ☐ Technologique ☒ Toutes voies (LV) 

ENSEIGNEMENT : ANGLAIS 

DURÉE DE L’ÉPREUVE : 1h30 

Niveaux visés (LV) : LVA   B1-B2                     LVB   A2-B1 

CALCULATRICE AUTORISÉE : ☐Oui  ☒ Non 

DICTIONNAIRE AUTORISÉ : ☐Oui  ☒ Non 

 

☐ Ce sujet contient des parties à rendre par le candidat avec sa copie. De ce fait, il ne peut être 
dupliqué et doit être imprimé pour chaque candidat afin d’assurer ensuite sa bonne numérisation. 

☐ Ce sujet intègre des éléments en couleur. S’il est choisi par l’équipe pédagogique, il est 
nécessaire que chaque élève dispose d’une impression en couleur. 

☐ Ce sujet contient des pièces jointes de type audio ou vidéo qu’il faudra télécharger et jouer le 
jour de l’épreuve. 

Nombre total de pages : 4 
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Compréhension de l’écrit et expression écrite  
 

Le sujet porte sur l’axe 5 du programme : Fictions et réalités 

 

Il s’organise en deux parties : 

1. Compréhension de l’écrit ; 

2. Expression écrite. 

 

Afin de respecter l’anonymat de votre copie, vous ne devez pas signer votre 
composition, ni citer votre nom, celui d’un camarade ou celui de votre établissement. 

 

 

Texte 

 

Escaping Into Reality: The Importance of Fictional Truth 

Sometimes, I feel like I spend most of my life trying to escape from physical reality. As 
a kid, I was one of the bookworm types, devouring volume after volume with an 
insatiable hunger. I immersed myself in a world of fiction, meeting and falling in love 
with characters who I felt were even more alive and real than I was. I yearned for 
people and places who didn’t even exist. I was moved to tears and made to smile by 5 
words on a page. With every visit to the library, I lived a hundred more lives.  

I enjoy genres that are generally considered “escapist fiction”, such as fantasy, 
romance, and science fiction—anything that’s wildly different from my typical day in the 
life. However, especially as I’ve grown older, I found myself surrounded by the notion 
that escapist fiction is inferior to more “serious” literature. It felt almost like a guilty 10 
pleasure, nothing more than a source of casual distraction and entertainment. Now, 
I’m discovering that the value of genre fiction comes from the subjective truth it reveals. 

After I reached a certain age, my parents started pushing me to read more nonfiction 
books. They told me that the fiction I preferred was too frivolous and lacking in any 
useful real-world knowledge. This led me to view reading for pleasure as a waste of 15 
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time and something to be pushed aside in favor of more “serious” pursuits. In my 
sophomore literature class when we were asked to introduce ourselves with our 
favorite book, I said I didn’t have one. I did, but I was too embarrassed to say Rick 
Riordan’s Percy Jackson series instead of something like Crime and Punishment by 
Fyodor Dostoevsky. Over the years, and especially over the course of the pandemic, 20 
I’ve realized that fiction doesn’t need to be reminiscent of real life to be valuable. 
There’s a common misconception that escapist fiction is far removed from reality, but 
I would argue that it is simply a different kind of truth about another aspect of reality.  

As a computer science major, I’m constantly viewing the world through a logical lens. 
If I follow the rules of programming and implement everything correctly, the returned 25 
output will behave as desired. On the other hand, literature occupies a very different 
realm; it’s subjective and open to interpretation. When my technical classes are 
causing me grief and stress, I’ve found myself gravitating towards literature as a place 
of comfort. I think studying a field in STEM1 while enjoying fiction has allowed me to 
see more clearly and appreciate the coexistence of physical reality and fictional truth. 30 
While computer science and science in general is focused outward on the world around 
us, fiction holds a deeper internal truth.  

Part of the reason I find myself so enraptured by fictional characters and worlds is 
because I see parts of myself and my reality reflected in them. I love the feeling of 
reading a string of words that somehow perfectly encapsulates a particular feeling or 35 
experience that I wasn’t sure anyone else had ever felt before. I keep a collection of 
quotes that have punched me in the gut and left me breathless when I read them. 
Some of my favorites are: “And now that you don’t have to be perfect, you can be good” 
(East of Eden, John Steinbeck), “But to feel nothing so as not to feel anything, what a 
waste” (Call Me By Your Name, André Aciman), and “He is half of my soul, as the 40 
poets say” (The Song of Achilles, Madeline Miller). It’s a very human tendency to relate 
things to your personal experiences, and there’s beauty in the way that fiction allows 
you to discover these connections on your own.

 

Karen Li, Berkeley Fiction Review, December 10, 2021 

 

 

 
1 STEM : Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
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1. Compréhension de l’écrit (10 points) 

Give an account of the document, in your own words and in English. 

 

 

2. Expression écrite (10 points) 

Vous traiterez en anglais, et en 120 mots minimum, l’un des deux sujets suivants 
au choix :  

 

Sujet A : 

“Escapist fiction is inferior to more ‘serious’ literature.” Do you agree? 

 

Sujet B : 

To what extent can fiction (in books or on the screen) help people find their place in 
the world?  
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